The Pink Swastika –
How Homosexuals invented and ran Hitler’s Nazi Party –
AND how this relates to Traverse City Area Same-Sex-Attracted
Individuals and their so-called “Allies” (06/27/18 – version 03)
*Homosexualists can be expected to insult pro-family
conservatives, and one rightly suspects their opinions of being
biased. But when a died-in-the-wool “gay” activist writer like
Hari tells you that “gay men have been at the heart of every
major fascist movement that ever was,” and “all the most highprofile fascists in Europe in the past 30 years [except LePen]
have been gay,” you can take it to the bank.”
* Lively continues: What I find most interesting about Hari’s
article is that it has garnered virtually no opposition. The few
comments on the HuffPo page are mostly benign, and if you do a
search on Hari’s name you find not a single suggestion that his
article constitutes “Holocaust revisionism” or that he, himself, is a
“homophobic bigot.” That’s very strange, because I’ve been called
both a revisionist and a bigot for writing “The Pink Swastika.”
Emmy Lou Cholak kindly shaking my (Bill Wiesner –
www.TCFamily.org Founder) hand as I held my “Fake LGBTQ
Movement sign” In the City Council Chambers while the Sarah
Hardy Awards were being given out. I responded to her kind
greeting by saying that she has always been super sweet to me.
Just before greeting me she had spoken before the City Commission
and shared this: “… Some of you may remember the threat of a
skinhead conference on the 4th of July Celebration back in the
90’s. Hate-Free-TC was founded to counter that threat … to help
keep our city … hate-free and open accepting of all people.”

Bryan Fischer, Host of
Focal Point Radio, also
quotes and comments on
the Hari article with his
own (10/21/12) article with
the same title: “The strange,
strange story of the gay fascists [revisited] By Bryan Fischer:”
* Says Hari, "The twisted truth is that gay men have been at the
heart of every major fascist movement that ever was —
including the gay-gassing, homo-cidal Third Reich."
* Here is a homosexual who says in the third paragraph of his 3,480
word article that "gay men" were "at the heart...of the...Third
Reich."
* Hari, by the way, uses the term "Gaystapo," which I will freely
borrow from him with attribution for the rest of my life.

I agree with Emmy Lou when she expresses concern about violent
people who may espouse white-supremacist beliefs. But the next
time I see her I will ask her if she knows about the group led by
white supremacists Homosexuals that were responsible for
murdering over 6 million of her fellow Jewish brothers and
sisters.
Dr. Scott Lively and Kevin Abrams worked
together to write “The Pink Swastika:
Homosexuality in the Nazi Party.” On p 8
of the 4th edition, they share that the
THESIS of this book is:

* The "icon to revere" for the Gaystapo is the
flamboyantly gay Ernst Rohm. Hari calls him,
along with Adolf Hitler, "the founding father
of Nazism."
* According to Hari, Rohm "believed that gay
people were superior to straights, and saw
homosexuality as a key principle of his
proposed Brave New Fascist Order." Gulp.
* Rohm … He flaunted his homosexuality in public and insisted his
cronies do the same. He believed straight people weren't as
adept at bullying and aggression as homosexuals, so
homosexuality was given a high premium in the SA.'"
* Thus, says Hari, "In its early years, the SA — Hitler and Rohm's
underground army — was seen as predominantly gay."

Johann Hari, who describes himself as “a gay leftwing man,” wrote an article published in the Huffington
Post entitled: The Strange, Strange Story of the Gay
Fascists.” (Updated May 25, 2011)
Dr. Scott Lively responded to this article with his own
entitled: “The strange, strange story of ‘gay fascism’
deniers,” (WND 08/27/12) where he shares quotes
and comments on the Hari article, saying:
* “Hari’s recitation of the facts about homo-fascism in history
(as well as those of other “gay” sources) have an especially high
degree of trustworthiness. They fall within a category of testimony
that our judicial system calls “admissions against interest.”

* He quotes homosexual art historian Christian Isermayer, a
contemporary of Rohm and Hitler: "I got to know people in the SA.
They used to throw riotous parties even in 1933... I once attended
one. It was quite well-behaved but thoroughly gay. But then, in
those days, the SA was ultra-gay."
* It is Machtan's [German historian Lothar Machtan] welldocumented contention that Hitler himself was homosexual, and
that he had Rohm assassinated during the infamous "Night of the
Long Knives" in 1934, not because Rohm was gay, but because
he feared Rohm was about to out him to the German people.
Hari agrees: "Hitler's main reason for killing Rohm was unrelated
to his sexuality."

The Pink Swastika (TPS), Pages
5&6 photos, plus more Scott
Lively article info:

Hitler Youth leader Baldur von Schirach was known
as “The Baby” by the Nazi inner circle of pederasts. In
1934, the Gestapo reported forty cases of pederasty in
just one Hitler Youth troop.

Nazi youth protesting in front of the
Sex Research Institute in Berlin
May 6, 1933. Later that same day
Storm Troopers looted the facility
and captured its files and records.

Below, see Magnus Hirschfeld who started the
“Scientific Humanitarian Committee” to try to help
legalize homosexual behavior. He was a “Femme
(Feminine)”; and Adolf Brand founded the “Community
of the Elite.” He was a “Butch” (Masculine). They

Then on May 10, 1933 the
incriminating records of the Sex
Research Institute are burned in a
public ceremony along with books
and other literature deemed
subversive to German society.
Scott Lively wrote, … Consider this incredible statement by Ludwig
Lenz, the “gay” assistant director of the Berlin Institute of
Sexology (headquarters of Germany’s “gay” movement in the
1920s and early ’30s) following the attack on the Institute by Nazi
Brownshirts May 6, 1933: “Why was it then, since we were
completely non-party, that our purely scientific Institute was the first
victim which fell to the new regime? The answer to this is simple
…We knew too much. It would be against medical principles to
provide a list of the Nazi leaders and their perversions [but] … not
10 percent of the men who, in 1933, took the fate of Germany
into their hands, were sexually normal. … Our knowledge of such
intimate secrets regarding members of the Nazi Party and other
documentary material – we possessed about forty thousand
confessions and biographical letters – was the cause of the
complete and utter destruction of the Institute of Sexology.”
THE PINK SWASTIKA: HIJACKING THE HOLOCAUST is an
article written by Judith Reisman. These photos show Hitler
and his Jewish Chauffer Emil Maurice and other friends.
Reisman says, “Now that Lothar Machtan, a reputable German
historian, confirmed Hitler’s homosexuality, it is highly likely
that Maurice was indeed one of Hitler’s lovers.”

had opposing viewpoints. It was the butches who were leading the Nazi
Party; it was mostly Femes (and only 6,000 – 15,000 compared to over 6
million Jews) who were killed in the holocaust by the Butch homosexuals
leading the Nazi Party.
So how this relates to Traverse City Area
Same-Sex-Attracted Individuals and their
so-called “Allies”? Earlier, “gay left wing
man” Johann Hari reported that “that “gay men
have been at the heart of every major fascist
movement that ever was,” including during
Hitler’s WWII and the last 30 years in Europe.
But surely this doesn’t apply to Traverse City and America today, or
does it? To find out the answer simply click on or google “300
EXAMPLES YOU HAVE TO READ TO UNDERSTAND THE TERM
‘HOMOFASCISM’”, all recent links provided by ex-‘gay’ Robert Lopez.
Then ask yourself: Is this the Traverse City and America that I want misleading
and endangering and silencing my children – and misleading themselves?
Dr. Lively has shared that in its most basic
sense, the cultural struggle that we are currently
in is: Homosexuality against Christianity – or
Homosexual sexual freedom = sexual license =
sexual anarchy versus Judeo-Christian “one
flesh” paradigm of one man and one woman
marriage for life. This Hellenism sculpture that
Hitler is showing (promoting?) to Italy’s Mussolini
demonstrates homosexual “sexual freedom.”

In his book “Saving Truth”, Abdu Murray
talks of “negative freedom” (freedom from
interference and constraint, which
dangerously resembles sheer autonomy that
leads to chaos) AND “positive freedom”
(freedom for—in essence, freedom for
excellence according to whatever vision and
ideals define that excellence.”) Negative and
positive freedom go hand in hand. He continues, “In other words,
positive freedom is the ability to do not just what we want, but what we
should. He also shares that we live in a Post-truth culture where “…
certain things are true, but we don’t care about the truth if it gets in
the way of our personal preferences.”
In the last year our homosexual Mayor Jim Carruthers has
admirably stood up against underage drinking, smoking, and
opioid use, saying it is the adult’s responsibility to protect
these children. Mayor Carruthers should also stand up and
discourage all high risk homosexual behavior to children.

All of Hitler’s bodyguards and closest friends were homosexuals:

Our TCAPS BOE just passed a
“Comprehensive Sex Ed” curriculum that says
it is “abstinence-based”, but only promotes
abstinence 5% of the time versus 70% for
authentic abstinence programs; AND it
says “gay” sex is no different than
heterosexual sex, even though it is 44
times more likely to cause HIV.
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